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Abstract

Thyroid nodules have high prevalence in the general population. Only minorities of thyroid nodules are malignant; nevertheless, still biopsies are performed in differential diagnosis of malignant and benign thyroid nodules. Conventional ultrasound is widely used in diagnosis and characterization of thyroid nodules. There are several suspicious ultrasound features that predict thyroid cancer, such as solid consistence, marked hypoechogenicity, taller-than-wide shape, irregular or microlobulated or spiculated margins, no peripheral hypoechoic halo, and micro- or macrocalcifications. However, none of these signs have high sensitivity or specificity nor high degree of confidence for diagnosis or exclusion of thyroid carcinoma. Ultrasound elastography, recently developed, promising, noninvasive technique that evaluates tissue stiffness, has become one of the main focuses in thyroid imaging. There are two ultrasound elastography methods: strain ultrasound elastography (also known as real-time elastography or qualitative elastography) and shear wave elastography (quantitative elastography and acoustic radiation force impulse imaging). The purpose of this chapter is to present the principles of thyroid application, advantages, and limitations of both ultrasound elastography techniques.
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1. Introduction

Thyroid nodules are a common medical problem. Although the majority of the thyroid nodules are benign, malignancy has a prevalence of 5–15% [1, 2]. Conventional ultrasound is accurate in the detection of thyroid nodules. There are several suspicious ultrasound features that predict a malignant thyroid nodule, such as hypoechogenicity, marked hypoechogenicity, a microlobulated or spiculated margin, punctate micro- or macrocalcifications, a taller-than-wide shape, and intranodular vascularization [3, 4]. Although conventional ultrasound is an excellent tool for detecting thyroid nodules, it has a relatively low diagnostic performance for the differentiation between benign and malignant nodules [5–7]. For this reason, ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) is required for the nodules greater than 10 mm or those with suspicious ultrasound signs that have a high specificity for malignancy (60–98%), but FNA cannot be performed for all thyroid nodules because they are extremely common and approximately 5% of them are malignant [8, 9]. Furthermore, even for nodules undergoing ultrasound-guided FNA, the sensitivity for malignancy may be suboptimal (54–90%) because the specimens may be inadequate, nonrepresentative, or indeterminate for histopathologic examination especially in the case of follicular lesions [10–13]. As a result, a significant number of patients eventually receive unnecessary thyroid surgery. Therefore, improvement of a noninvasive diagnostic method for malignant nodules diagnosis is needed.

As the malignancies change, the mechanical properties of the soft tissue, such as tissue hardness and tissue stiffness evaluation, have become a part of nodular characterization. Ultrasound elastography, which was introduced in the 1990s, provides real-time information regarding the tissue elasticity and allows in vivo assessment of the tissue’s mechanical properties, mapping of tissue stiffness, and characterization of soft tissue lesions [14]. Ultrasound elastography has become a promising, noninvasive technique to depict malignant nodules. Ultrasound elastography is based on the principle that, under compression, the softer parts of tissues deform easier than the harder parts [15]. The American Thyroid Association guidelines in 2009 stated that ultrasound elastography is an emerging and promising technique that requires additional validation with prospective studies [16]. Real-time strain ultrasound elastography was the first technique used, based on the measurement of the degree of tissue deformation as a response to an external force with a compression induced by the ultrasound probe that was then replaced by carotid internal excitation allowing improvement in sensitivity. Calculated tissue elasticity is displayed as a color map (elastogram) overlay of the conventional B-mode image. Elastograms allow qualitative analysis of the nodule. As a semiquantitative parameter, the strain index or the strain value ratio is calculated from the comparison between the tissue elasticities in the regions of interest (ROI) within a lesion and the surrounding reference tissue therefore providing useful analytic information. However, real-time strain ultrasound elastography has some limitations such as high operator skill dependence, inevitable intra- or inter-observer variability, and the impossibility of quantitative analysis. To overcome these limitations, a new ultrasound elastography technique based on shear wave has been developed. In comparison to the above technique shear wave elastography is a quantitative, operator-independent and reproducible technique. Shear wave ultrasound elastography is based on the propagation of acoustic
force impulse induced by ultrasound beams through soft tissue to displace tissue and create shear waves that represent the local viscoelastic properties of the tissue and is displayed as Young’s modulus (kPa) [18, 19]. Stiffer tissue exhibits a higher Young’s modulus. Shear wave elastography allows quantitative nodules stiffness analysis in kilopascals to reinforce the predictive value of malignancy.

2. Physical principles and technique of ultrasound elastography

2.1. Real-time strain ultrasound elastography

Real-time strain ultrasound elastography is the most widely available type of ultrasound elastography. This is a dynamic imaging technique that reveals the physical properties of soft tissue by characterizing the differences in stiffness between the region of interest and the surrounding tissue through measuring the degree of tissue deformation under the application of external force applied by ultrasound probe or by physiological movements (e.g., carotid pulsation) (Figure 1). Tissue deformation occurring after compression and decompression period is calculated semiquantitatively via the Young’s modulus and displayed graphically in color code or gray scale in the elastograms. The degree of deformation of the underlying soft tissue is calculated to estimate tissue stiffness with both the strain ratio/strain index values and elastographic maps (elastograms). In this technique, a vertical force should be performed uniformly and repeatedly in a vertical direction with a light pressure, and compression periods are followed by decompression resulting in changes in dimensions and shape, which are then used to calculate the stiffness of the tissue. The quality of the operator’s free-hand pressure is

![Figure 1. A diagram of the static ultrasound elastography.](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/64407)
visualized on the screen as a sine-wave or displayed with a numerical scale, allowing the operator to assess the validity of the compression cycles in real-time. For computing strain images without noise, a light and cyclic probe pressure must be performed [2, 17]. Stiff, rigid nodules exhibit less displacement compared with elastic, soft ones. An elliptic, or rounded region of interest (ROI), is used, large enough to include the entire nodule as well as a large portion of the surrounding thyroid and perithyroid tissue. This technique allows a qualitative and a semiquantitative assessment of nodule elasticity. Qualitative analysis of a nodule based on the prevalent color in the nodule can be obtained from visual scoring of colors within the color-coded elastographic map (elastogram) [17, 18]. Elastograms may be presented in gray scale or in color by different manufacturers. The hard tissue may be coded in light or red or blue code depending on the manufacturer.

Figure 2. (A) Strain elastographic scores by Asteria et al. [19]. A score of 1 indicated elasticity in the entire examined area. A score of 2 indicated elasticity in a large part of the examined area. A score of 3 indicated stiffness in a large part of the examined area. A score of 4 indicated a nodule without elasticity. (B) Strain elastographic scores by Rago et al. [20]. A score of 1 indicated even elasticity in the whole nodule. A score of 2 indicated elasticity in a large part of the nodule. A score of 3 indicated elasticity only at the peripheral part of the nodule. A score of 4 indicated no elasticity in the nodule. A score of 5 indicated no elasticity in the nodule or in the area showing posterior shadowing. (C) Strain elastographic scores by Ueno et al. [21]. A score of 1 indicated even strain for the entire hypoechoic lesion (i.e., the entire lesion was evenly shaded in green). A score of 2 indicated strain in most of the hypoechoic lesion, with some areas of no strain (i.e., the hypoechoic lesion had a mosaic pattern of green and blue). A score of 3 indicated strain at the periphery of the hypoechoic lesion, with sparing of the center of the lesion (i.e., the peripheral part of lesion was green, and the central part was blue). A score of 4 indicated no strain in the entire hypoechoic lesion (i.e., the entire lesion was blue, but its surrounding area was not included). A score of 5 indicated no strain in the entire hypoechoic lesion or in the surrounding area (i.e., both the entire hypoechoic lesion and its surrounding area were blue).

The three principal scoring systems are those classified by Asteria et al. [19], Rago et al. [19], and Itoh et al. [21] (Figure 2). The first scoring system, based on the breast strain real-time ultrasound elastography scale of Itoh et al. [21], includes four different patterns [19]. Asteria’s criteria defined a score of 1 as elasticity that is entirely soft in the nodule, 2 as mostly soft in the nodule, 3 as mostly hard in the nodule, and 4 as entirely hard in the nodule [19]. The thyroid nodules with scores 1 and 2 are considered benign and those with scores 3 and 4 are classified
as suspicious for malignancy [19]. However, some authors have found that assigning benignity to score 3 further increases the specificity of the method for cancer detection [22].

In Ueno’s classification, color coding of elastograms was in five groups [21]. The score 1 indicated strain for the entire lesion (the entire lesion was evenly shaded in soft color code). The score 2 indicated strain in most of the lesion with some areas of no strain (a mosaic color pattern). The score 3 indicated strain at the periphery of the lesion, with sparing of the center of the lesion (the peripheral part of the lesion was soft, and the central part was harder). The score 4 indicated no strain in the entire lesion (the entire lesion was in hard color code, but its surrounding area was not included). The score 5 indicated no strain in the entire lesion or in the surrounding area (both the entire lesion and its surrounding area were in hard color code). Scores of 4 and 5 are classified as suspicious for malignancy.

Rago et al. used five-point scales based on Itoh et al.’s [21] study using strain elastography. A score of 1 defined elasticity that is entirely soft in the nodule, 2 as mostly soft in the nodule, 3 as peripherally soft, 4 as entirely hard in the nodule, and 5 as hard in the area under consideration as well as the entire nodule [20]. The first three scores are considered as suggestive of being benign and scores of 4 and 5 are classified as suspicious for malignancy.

Rubaltelli et al. used a modified Asteria scale for thyroid nodules [23]. It consists of a five-step system that divides Asteria score 3 into patterns 3A and 3B, with a scale description as follows. Pattern 1: the entire nodule section is diffusely elastic. Pattern 2: the formation appears to be largely elastic with the inconstant appearance of inelastic areas during the real-time imaging. Pattern 3: constant presence of large inelastic areas is seen at the periphery (Pattern 3A) or center (Pattern 3B) of the formation. Pattern 4: uniformly displayed inelasticity throughout the whole nodule. Lesions that present Pattern 1 or 2 are classified as probably benign, while Patterns 3 and 4 are indicative of probable malignancy.

For semiquantitative analysis of the elasticity (the strain ratio or strain index), two similar sized regions of interest (ROI) at similar depth from the transducer (depth difference should be less than 10 mm) are drawn over the target region (nodule strain) and the adjacent reference normal parenchyma (the strain of the softest part of the surrounding normal tissue), respectively, then the strain ratio is automatically calculated through the machine. Three different measurements should be undertaken, and their average should be considered as the final value [24].

Main causes of false positive results of strain ratio measurement are transverse scans of the thyroid lobe (due to the interference with carotid artery pulsations); the ROI including the carotid artery or other neighboring tissues (therefore, it is difficult to apply in multinodular goiter); nodules located in the lower pole or in the isthmus are difficult to compress and to compare with normal parenchyma; irregular shaped, large nodules (due to the lack of comparable size reference tissue, nonuniform nodule compression, areas with altering stiffness may lead to false results); performing real-time strain ultrasound elastography with a high pressure may alter results (during whole examination period, slight, constant pressure over tissue should be applied [24]; microcalcifications in benign nodules; subacute thyroiditis; fibrosis and atypical adenoma may induce false positive [23, 26]; microcarcinomas show lower strain ratio values, between 1.74 and 2.96, and may be easily misdiagnosed [24].
Among the cited causes for false negative results of strain ratio are the following: follicular carcinoma, very well-differentiated carcinoma, carcinoma with central necrosis and degeneration, small papillary carcinoma in lymphoma, and microcarcinoma [27].

Lyshchik et al. reported the cutoff value >4 for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 82%, specificity of 96%, and accuracy 92% [27]. Xing et al. reported the cutoff value >3.79 for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 97.8%, specificity of 85.7%, positive predictive value of 88%, and negative predictive value of 97.8% [25]. Ning et al. reported the cutoff value >4.25 for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 81.8%, specificity of 82.9%, and accuracy 88% [25]. Cantisani et al. reported the cutoff value >2.02 for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 92% [28].

An alternative approach for strain ratio evaluation of large nodules or thyroiditis cases (the ones with the lack of adjacent reference normal thyroid parenchyma) is the use of nodule to sternocleidomastoid muscle strain value assessment. In this approach, the adjacent muscle at similar depth was used as a reference tissue, instead of the normal thyroid parenchyma. Kagoya et al. [29] reported that, a value >1.5 showed 90% sensitivity and 50% specificity for cancer. Ciledag et al. [30] reported a cutoff value >2.31 provided 85.7% sensitivity, 82.1% specificity, and 82.4% accuracy.

2.2. Shear wave elastography

Shear wave ultrasound elastography is a recently developed imaging technique that is based on the propagation of acoustic force impulse induced by ultrasound beams through soft tissue to displace tissue and create shear waves (Figure 3) [31]. Shear waves are the transverse components of particle displacement that are rapidly attenuated by the tissue. These acoustic pulses can be focused at different depths in soft tissue at supersonic speed and enhanced by forming a Mach cone, which increases the shear wave propagation to obtain the Young’s modulus. The Young’s modulus gives a local assessment of tissue elasticity at the point of interest. It gives a local real-time measurement of tissue elasticity quantitatively in kilopascal units (kPa) as measured in shear wave velocity units (m/sec) and qualitatively in real-time

![Figure 3. A diagram of the physical interaction of shear wave ultrasound.](image)
color coded elastograms. On an elastogram within a given ROI, a variety of stiffness parameters can be measured, including the mean stiffness ($E_{mean}$), maximum stiffness ($E_{max}$), and standard deviation (SD). In both the shear wave imaging techniques, semiquantitative analysis of the elasticity (the strain ratio or the strain index) may be measured.

2.3. Methodology of shear wave elastography

There are two methods for shear wave elastography of the clinical practice of thyroid nodules: the supersonic shear wave and the acoustic radiation force impulse methods. Supersonic shear wave ultrasound elastography uses focused ultrasonic beams that propagate through the entire imaging area. The elasticity is expressed as in meters per second (m/s) and does not display color-coded images for elastography.

The examination is performed with the patient placed in the same manner as for the conventional ultrasound. The acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique is integrated in a conventional ultrasound system using a 9–12 MHz linear transducer. The shear wave elastography (supersonic shear wave elastography) technique uses a linear probe (4–15 MHz). The probe is gently placed on the cervical skin surface with slight pressure on the thyroid. The patient is asked to hold the breath and the quantitative evaluation is turned on. In acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique, the ROI, should be placed in thyroid tissue or within the solid component of a nodule, avoiding cystic areas or those with calcifications. For the assessment of a nodule, it is recommended not to include the adjacent thyroid parenchyma. The displayed color-coded image shows soft tissue in blue and rigid tissue in red. After activation of shear wave elastography, the velocity is displayed on the screen, with the depth measurement. Five to ten valid measurements should be performed to obtain reliable values. After activation of shear wave elastography, the quantitative information is assessed as the elasticity index in kilopascal. In shear wave elastography it is important to set the machine for optimal image acquisition and set the elasticity index range on the thyroid preset protocol to 0–180 kPa. For shear wave elastography measurements, the whole nodule should be placed within the Q box with a small amount of surrounding thyroid tissue. Due to the technical limitations on cystic lesions, the shear wave velocity cannot be measured (shear waves do not propagate in fluids). At least three cineloops, lasting 10 s each, for each lesion should be obtained for a reliable evaluation.

The major advantages of this technique are operator independence, reproducibility, and the ability of semiquantitative, quantitative, and qualitative evaluation of tissue elasticity without manual compression artifacts.

Shear wave elastography has been used to evaluate the elasticity values of different tissues such as breast, thyroid, lymph nodes, muscles, and the abdominal organs such as the liver and pancreas.

Limitations and causes of false results of shear wave elastography are the contact and the pressure applied on the neck of the patient via the operator’s hand that could alter the measurements (a generous amount of ultrasound gel should be used to avoid this artifact); in shear wave elastography technique, the elasticity of the structures is influenced by the external
pressure applied, the stiffness rising with increasing pressure due to the nonlinear elastic effect artifact (due to this artifact, in the isthmic nodule, the stiffness is increased because of the neighboring trachea) [32]; in acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique, the size of the nodule is a limitation because the ROI size is standard (5 mm × 6 mm or 2 cm × 2 cm) and cannot be changed (in acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique, ROI contains both nodule and surrounding thyroid parenchyma so that the value of the velocity of the nodule will not be real); nodules with fluid areas or calcifications should be excluded due to the impossibility to place the ROI inside the parenchyma of the nodule [33, 34]. In the acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique, penetration depth is limited to 5.5 cm, so large thyroids or very large and deep located nodules cannot be properly assessed [35]; the impossibility to measure velocities higher than 9 m/s is another limitation of acoustic radiation force impulse imaging technique, thus very hard nodules will not be measured properly [28].

Zhang et al. showed that for differentiation between benign and malignant nodules, the diagnostic performance of measured ultrasound (US) wave velocity is better for a nodule diameter greater than 20 mm [36]. Zhang et al. [36] reported the cutoff value >2.87 for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 75% and specificity of 82.2%. Han et al. [37] reported that the best cutoff value of velocity for differentiation between benign and malignant is 2.75 m/s.

Veyrieres et al. [34] reported the cutoff value of >66 kPa for malignancy yielded sensitivity of 80%, specificity of 90.5%, positive predictive value of 52.8%, and negative predictive value of 99.3%.

3. Clinical application of elastography in thyroid nodules

In clinical practice, elastography is usually performed as an extension of conventional ultrasound and not as an independent test. Therefore, a comparison of conventional ultrasound with elastography can be meaningless in view of its current clinical utility. The value of elastography should be evaluated by comparing the conventional US with a combination of conventional US and elastography.

4. Basic technique requirements for ultrasound elastography of thyroid nodules

During real-time ultrasound elastography, breath holding and no swallowing are of paramount importance for correct evaluation. A generous amount of gel and slight skin contact are needed. The image focus should be placed at or below the level of the nodule. The examiner applies slight and regular manual axial (anterior-posterior) vibration to the transducer. It is impossible to measure and quantify exactly the initial compression as well as the compression that induces repeated tissue strain.

For standardization of the compression and for the reproducibility, most manufacturers provide a strain quality indicator, either numeric or graphic. On Hitachi machines, the
compression quality scale should indicate levels 3–4. Only images obtained at these quality levels are fit for assessment. On Siemens machines, a quality factor above 50 for 3–4 successive frames has been recommended. Choosing the shortest, the exploratory ultrasound beam path to the nodule is important for optimal ROI placement to avoid strain decay with distance. The elastographic ROI should cover whole nodule. It is also important to exclude from the ROI, as much as possible, the vessels (mainly carotid), the esophagus, trachea, bones, and muscles. It is always important to keep in mind that real-time strain ultrasound elastography displays the relative strain of the structures in the ROI. The absolute value of the strain depends on the initial compression applied by the transducer (variable and nonquantifiable) and on the exploring repeated compression used to produce the images—again, variable. Strain values do not represent the elasticity modulus. As strain changes with the applied compression, its absolute (numeric) value (although measured and displayed by some machines) is completely inappropriate to compare two lesions or two individuals. Quite often there is interference between the pulsations induced by the hand or by the US beam and the ones coming from the carotid artery, which leads to image degradation. On the other hand, lateral systolic expansion of the carotid artery pulsation compresses the thyroid nodule against the trachea and induces anterior-posterior expansion of the gland that may be detected as strain. At least one commercially available application developed by Samsung Medison uses carotid artery pulsations as the sole strain inductor for elastography.

Technical causes of limitations of real-time strain ultrasound elastography of thyroid applications are:

- Scanning plane and interference with carotid pulsation is one of the limitations of ultrasound elastographic application of thyroid nodules. Transverse scans through the thyroid are more susceptible to interferences from carotid pulsation, and therefore, less suitable for real time strain ultrasound elastography. Longitudinal scans are less susceptible to carotid artery pulsations and also offer larger thyroid reference tissue.

- Scan slice thickness should be around 5 mm since a thicker sample volume induces averaging the data of both small nodule and neighboring thyroid tissue, which lead to false elasticity results. This limitation is not an issue for highly focused transducers. Having a ROI as large as possible is important to include in much normal tissue, less than 50% green thyroid reference parenchyma in the ROI may result in false results. On the other hand, if possible, avoiding the inclusion of vessels, bones, and other nonthyroid tissues in ROI is important. Out-of-plane of the nodule during compression and color loss artifact in the nodule are other limitations.

- Nodule location is very important in elastographic evaluations. Anterior nodules, protruding to the capsule, may be mislabeled as soft because strap muscles represent the reference tissue, not the thyroid parenchyma. Isthmic nodules are also difficult to assess because of the nodule compression difficulties between the hard planes (transducer and trachea) and lacking reference tissue. Also deeply located nodules present difficulties due to the stress decay phenomenon. Stress transmission is reduced as the distance from the transducer increases. Less tissue dislocation in deep portions of the thyroid will induce a hardening artifact. The nodules located in front of the common carotid artery are the most susceptible to pulsation interferences. Nodules within residual parenchyma lack reference tissue for comparison.
Elastography is not suited for nodules with a diameter less than 5 mm [38, 39], although the exact lower limit of the diameter for real-time strain ultrasound elastography usability is not known [40]. Elastography is also unsuitable for nodules larger than 3 cm or lobar size nodules cannot be encompassed by the reference thyroid tissue and are not suitable for real-time strain ultrasound elastography [40].

Intranodular calcification is associated with increased stiffness irrespective of underlying pathology and results in false elasticity values.

Fibrosis associated with subacute thyroiditis or Hashimoto thyroiditis may increase nodule stiffness [28, 41].

Necrosis, even without liquefaction, may induce soft areas. Intranodular colloid cystic changes: the presence of fluid inside the nodule changes the real-time strain ultrasound elastography appearance of the nodule [28, 38]. Only the solid component of the partially cystic nodules can be assessed accurately with real-time strain ultrasound elastography.

Nodule pathology is highly correlated with real-time strain ultrasound elastographic appearance of nodules. Of all thyroid cancers, mostly the papillary type is expected to appear hard, providing only 7% false negative results [40]. Follicular cancer may appear elastic and as do other types of malignancy. Contrarily, some benign nodules may be hard. Papillary carcinoma is harder than follicular or medullary carcinoma; therefore, there is no optimal cutoff value for predicting microcarcinoma. This leads to lower sensitivity but higher specificity [42]. Carneiro-Pla [43] reported that the majority of microcarcinomas were missed by the shear wave elastography examination.

Additionally, technical causes of limitations of real-time strain ultrasound elastography are [44] the physicians’ skill and experiences, arbitrary selection of a color scale, neighbor arterial pulsation artifacts, using different qualitative scoring systems with lack of standardization, and manual, arbitrary selection of elastograms’ representative image leading to subjectivity [28, 45].

In summary, the main causes for false-positive real-time strain ultrasound elastographic diagnoses of thyroid cancer are calcification, fibrosis, thyroiditis (subacute/chronic/Hashimoto thyroiditis), nodules larger than 3 cm or lobar size nodules, and deep location of nodules. Main causes for false negative real-time strain ultrasound elastographic diagnoses of thyroid cancer are follicular/medullary/nondifferentiated/metastatic cancer, anterior subcapsular/isthmic location of nodule, nodules larger than 3 cm, lobar size nodules with the lack of reference normal thyroid parenchyma around the nodule, or necrotic nodules [26].

5. Conclusion

Ultrasound elastography of thyroid nodules is an easy, completely painless, and rapid technique that assesses hardness as an indicator of malignancy. Ultrasound elastography is not an alternative imaging technique to conventional ultrasound, but it is an additional
methodology that can be integrated into the conventional ultrasound examination to increase the accuracy, the positive predictive value, and the negative predictive value of conventional ultrasound. The addition of this methodology can reduce the number of patients pursuing unnecessary biopsy. US elastography can also be considered as a reliable screening tool for characterizing thyroid nodules. An elasticity score of 1 is indicative of benign pathology in almost all cases and can be used to exclude many patients from further invasive assessments. Ultrasound elastography has a considerable potential in diagnosis of thyroid malignancies, especially in cytological indeterminate and nondiagnostic nodules.
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